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Future Events
Scawfell Island………………………………………….……………………….4th, 5th & 6th March
Gooseponds Creek………………………………….…………………………………….4 th March
Camerons Creek…………………………………...…………………………………….12th March
General Meeting………………………….………………….……………..……….……15th March
The Diggings………………….…………………………….……………………….……19th March
Rawson’s Creek………………….…………………………………….…………..…….26th March
St Lawrence Wetland Weekend………………….………………………………..9th – 11th June

Please Note
If you are planning on participating in a club walk, please contact the leader by
midday the day before unless a different time has been stated in the newsletter.
This makes the task of organising vehicles much easier.
Also if you are going to be a passenger in a vehicle, please try and have the correct
change for the trip fee. The leader does not carry a float and needs to be able to
split the money between the drivers on the day.

Bushwalkers enjoying a refreshing dip in Maud
Creek
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Carole Weekes
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From the Editor
A huge thank you goes to Carole who has taken on the Club Vice President Role and we welcome her back to the
committee.
Just a reminder that the weather can be unreliable this time of the year so always check emails the day before a walk
is due in case the situation has changed.
Thanks to everyone who has sent in photos and write ups for the newsletter.
I have put the St Lawrence weekend on the front walks calendar but at this stage the club has not made a decision
about attending it. The notice is just to let everyone know when it is on. Some years club members head down that
way to camp and undertake some walks as well as participate in the activities on offer.
Enjoy the month everyone.

Items for the next newsletter should
be sent to
jennywooding@dodo.com.au
prior to 26th March

Key to Walks Grading System
Distance

Terrain

S = short – under 5km
M = medium – 5-10km
L = long – over 10km

Terrain

1-3 = Graded or open terrain, no scrub
1-3 = Easy, suitable for beginners
4-7 = Bush, minor scrub, rainforest,
4-7 = Medium, reasonable fitness required
Rocks, creeks, rockhopping, scrambling
8-10 = Hard, strenuous, fit walkers only
8-10 = Bush as above + thick scrub, major rock
Scrambling using hands, technical

First Aid Course
For anyone wanting to do a First Aid Course, St John is offering a 50% discount for
people to undertake the course through e learning. The course is usually $170 but for
anyone booking prior to 5/2/17, the price will be $85.
The website to make bookings through is www.stjohnqld.com.au.
Apparently the website is user unfriendly but David Martin (Sales & Service Team
Leader) is very happy to help out anyone having difficulties.
For more information contact Julie Vella on 4955 3093
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Future Events
All trip leaders please ensure you collect the club gear bag from Garry before
undertaking your walk.

Please contact the leader to nominate for all walks
with steps to walk up. Halfway up the creek views
of Yukan and the ocean can be seen. If you would
like to enjoy a day of rock hopping at a leisurely
pace then this would be a suitable walk for you to
enjoy. Although lunch is traditionally had at the
base of a small waterfall near the top of the range,
our lunch spot will depend on where we have
reached by lunchtime. There should be
opportunities for swimming so bring your
swimmers. You will also need to bring drinking
water for the whole day in case there has not been
recent rain. Wet weather shoes can be used as
you may be walking in water.
Please contact me to register before 1.00pm on
Saturday 11th March.

Gooseponds Socal Walk
Saturday 4th March
Leader: Coral Morgan 49578474
Meet/Time: 7am
Meeting Place: Willets Rd playground
Grade: L12
As 10 of our members will be on an island camp,
this is an alternative outing. PLEASE NOTE THE
DAY IS SATURDAY and we meet at the start of
the walk.
This will be more of a social event than a typical
bushwalk as the walk will be on pathways through
parklands and along creek banks and around the
Gooseponds, noted for birdlife. The distance is
approx. 12kms all up. After the first section, under
the highway, past the back of “Magpies” to Janes
Creek, we will return to the cars for a morning tea
break. Provisions could be left in cars, perhaps in a
cooler. The next section to the Gooseponds circuit
is slightly shorter and shadier. However remember
to be sunsmart and bring water. Anyone interested
in a barbeque lunch at the conclusion of the walk
can discuss this when booking.

Induction 6.45pm/ General Meeting 7.30pm
Wednesday 15th March
Downstairs room, Mackay Family Care and
Community Support Association Centre 60
Wellington Street, Mackay. Newcomers and
visitors welcome. Induction by Clive and Carole
The Diggings - Broken River- Buck Ck.
Sunday 19th March
Leader: Bryan Marshall 0447 939 968
Depart: 07:00 7 am.
Journey: 180 Km $18
Map Ref: Hillalong 8555 55K
652920E, 7657415N. AGD66
Grade: S54
Walking Time: 4 to 5 hours. Total Uphill: 70 m.
Pace: Average Terrain: Creek Banks, Rocky
sections, minor Lantana, Small hill. Expect: fairly
easy creek bank walking, some minor rock
hopping, short cross country bush traverse, and
swimming opportunity.

Cameron’s Creek
Sunday 12th March
Leader: Peter Bennett
(0427383732)
Depart: 7:00am
Journey: 110km
$11
Map Ref: Carmilla 271111
Grade: M75
Estimated walking time: 6 hours Total of all
uphill sections: 200m Pace: slow Terrain:
uneven terrain Vegetation: rainforest Expect:
mostly rock hopping, some steep scrambles, waita-while, swimming holes.

A relatively easy walk which would be suitable for
all. We travel down the Diggings Road to the
Camp Ground. Our main objectives of the day will
be the waterfall and the washtub about 1.4 km

This beautiful creek rises steeply up the Koumala
Range. One of its features is a high steep waterfall
which is easy to scale as nature has provided us
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downstream. An opportunity to explore and relax in
this area. From there we can return by detour up
Buck Creek to another small waterfall, then by a
short climb back up to Diggings Road. An
opportunity may arise to explore some of the old
mine sites in this area. Otherwise from the river
we would retrace our path upstream to the
vehicles. 4WD vehicles are recommended and
numbers may have to be limited to available
transport on the day.

Time: 6 hours approximately Total Uphill:the
creak is not exactly steep but has a good fall, we
will not set a definitive destination how far we go
will depend on group and conditions. If it is wet we
might avoid the rocks and perhaps access the
creek to the east by crossing the ridge.
Terrain: very uneven, rocky all the way. Expect:
Mostly rock hopping (the rocks may be slippery
after rain) & creek crossings, expect wet boots.
There is no track, we either walk in water, on rocks
or scramble through tangle.
Rawson’s creek is a wild rainforest creek which
flows out of Eungella National Park. We access it
from the Finch Hatton Gorge walking track and
then follow it up, crossing repeatedly. There will be
plenty of swimming holes and spa pools along the
way, don’t forget to bring the swimmers

Rawsons Creek
Sunday 26th March
Leader: Kate Brunner, katcalen@ hotmail.com or
49588436
Depart: 7am
Journey: 140Km $14

Previous Activities
Crediton to Broken River
Sunday 22nd January
To escape the heat of Mackay, 16 of us converged at Broken River
in the glorious cool. We liberally applied insect repellent before
continuing on to the car park where the track meets the road. As it
turned out the leaches were in manageable numbers.
The walk roughly followed Broken R, flush with fresh from recent
rain, downstream to the cascades. There were a number of fallen
trees causing detours from the otherwise well maintained track, but
nothing difficult.
After a leisurely lunch 6 of the group continued on to the swimming hole
and kiosk, while the rest made good time returning to the cars to drive
back and meet for a well
deserved coffee.
Thanks to Daphne and Clive for
organising a great days walk,
the drivers for their effort and
everyone for the interesting companionship.

Linda
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Gamma State Forest Tracks.
29th January, 2017
When I contacted Carole for this week’s walk, I told her I was
interested in socializing and talking with some walking thrown in.
The walk did not disappoint – walking, socializing and lots of
talking and it was the talking which almost got me into strife!
Seven of us, Carole, Coral, Daphne, Rosie, Wendy, Maureen and
I, rolled up to Gamma State Forest off Chelman’s Road in
Eungella to walk the tracks to Maud Creek.
We walked about nine kilometres in total – some flat, some up
and some down to Maud Creek and back. Coral was
experimenting with walking poles for the first time; Wendy was
having trouble just keeping upright – the first time, Coral crashed
into her going down a steep slope – the second time, I was
responsible for.
We were having a pleasant time – walking, talking, socializing. I
was at the front, engrossed in a conversation with Rosie, when
she suddenly stopped and in a very quiet, conversational voice
gave a warning. I took another two steps before I realized she
wasn’t beside me and that was when I saw the big, black snake. I
peeled off and crashed into Wendy nearly knocking her down. It slithered off the track but it was enough to
give us the heebie jeebies so not long after this encounter, we decided to head back to the cars.
On our arrival, we were greeted by the group who had walked Maud Creek
and happily, we were able to talk and socialize some more.
It was a great day (apart from the snake encounter). Thanks to Carole for
leading us and everyone for their company.
Therese

Maud Creek, Big Bend and Tributaries
29th January
It was one of those days where the humidity was so high that
it was almost impossible to see where Dalrymple Road
started, let alone drive down it.
Whilst donning the boots the humidity incredulously
condensed even further into raindrops, right on cue. Hanging
out in Maud Creek started looking like maybe not so great an
idea.
Within half an hour I had steamed up the inside of my
raincoat so bad that it had to come off. At about the same
time I saw the first of many patches of blue sky for the day.
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Having taken the onerous walk description as gospel, Tim opted to go knee deep straight down the middle of
Maud Creek as soon as he saw it. The rest of us decided to at least have a crack at the creek bank first.
Fortunately some brave adventurous and generous soul had recently forged a track straight to Big Bend which
looked like it couldn't be any more than a week old. So going wasn't quite as bad as originally expected.
Whilst basking in the glorious environs of Big Bend we decided it was too early for lunch so took it with us
further downstream. Peter says, "I didn't know anything about water shoes, nobody told me. I didn't bring any".
Sometimes it is actually a good idea to read the newsletter walks description before turning up, don't you think
readers?
Anyway, we are off downstream utilising various modes of
transportation. Tim up to his neck, others picking their way
through shallower depths, some sticking to the bank as much
as possible and finally Peter, floating along protecting his
delicate pink increasingly wrinkly feet.
Spurred on by the burning desire to get photographic
evidence of this spectacle, I leapt out onto a rock in the
middle of the creek wearing only my Dunlop Volleys........(on
my feet). Sadly in the act of landing I discover the rock is already occupied by the healthiest looking black
snake I have ever seen. Mr Black Snake looked me in the eye and flattened his head and gills out in an
excellent display of annoyance. So naturally I did the same but much more loudly. It was a Mexican standoff
but clearly I had made a better job of it as Blackie soon bolted for the opposite bank, much to my relief.
Sometime later further down the creek I spy Deb executing a spectacular professional looking dive head first
across very deep flowing water.
From safely atop a suitable rock surrounded by raging water I congratulate Deb on her aquatic abilities, to
which she replies, "I can't swim". "OMG get out of the water!" I think to myself.
Even further on Tim pulls up and says, "We are almost at the Maud Creek waterfall". "Nah", I say, "Couldn't
be".
After peeking at his GPS screen I had to admit I was wrong for only the second time in my life.
We had tributaries yet to explore so we started back
upstream against the current instead. The waterfall can
wait till next time.
What a lovely tributary it was too. Nice and green and lush
and flowing nicely but enough about me.
There were some tricky sections so soon we managed to
get separated a little with Tim and Clive setting a cracking
pace up the gully whilst the poor old leader struggled
along a higher cliff edge keeping a watchful yet stern eye
on those below.
Re-grouping at a suitable spot sent us single file on a steep cross country bush jungle bash up out of the
tributary in search of the track we came in on that morning.
As luck would have it the track ended up being right where it was supposed to be as we crashed out onto it
sometime later.
A brisk walk back to the cars and we were safely done for the day. All that remained was the telling of tall
tales. I saved mine until now.
Garry
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Mt William/Pretty Creek
Sunday 5th February
10 Bushwalkers decided to scale Mt William before descending into the cool rainforest for some exploring. It
was a good choice for a hot day.
We began our walk by traversing through Fredrickson’s farm. Here the cows at first seemed delighted to see
us and started rushing towards us. They soon realised we weren’t bearing gifts of food so they stampeded to
be away from us. Fickle beasts!
We soon found ourselves climbing Mt William. Although there
were some fallen trees and tangly vines to negotiate we
managed the ascent without too much difficulty. At the trig
station we took turns to climb up and to look out at the
impressive views. From there we had a short but intense
battle with dense undergrowth as we descended to the saddle
on the other side. New walker Dan seemed to think we were
all quite mad at this stage.
On arriving at the saddle we found ourselves in pristine rainforest. Our next challenge was a steep descent
with numerous obstacles such as fallen trees to
negotiate our way around. We did however arrive in the
gully we were aiming for and we followed this until it
became the creek we wanted. This was only a small
stream but it was flowing nicely and we had lunch by a
small waterfall.
After lunch we continued on following this creek and
discovered a much larger waterfall before it flowed into
the
main
“Pretty Creek”
which we had
been aiming for. Kate and Linda enjoyed a swim here while the rest
of us whimped out.
A pleasant stroll along the Western Trail of Mt Dalrymple back to
where we had parked the cars rounded the day off nicely. A very
enjoyable day!
Jenny

St Helens Creek
Sunday 12th February
Seven walkers left Mackay and met Kate at Brodies Road. All together we had 9 walkers including myself.
Earlier that morning there had been light showers in the area, enough to wet the rocks and make them
slippery. The rocks did eventually dry out, as the sun shone brightly for the rest of the walk.
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Off we went following Clive, some walkers crossed the creek to safer terrain while others braved the slippery
surface of the rocks and triumphantly arrived safely
on the other side of the rocks. A few walkers who
crossed the creek got a bit wet, that was just the
beginning. We all, every one of us ended the day with
soaking wet boots and clothes. Kate showed the way
to the pineapple patch, we all followed eagerly
thinking of all the pineapples we might find. The
group was not disappointed. A few people braved the
long grass and the spikey pineapple plants. When the
first pineapple was found a cheer went up and a few
photos were taken. Kate soon filled her backpack,
brimming with fruit. We crossed back along the creek,
searching for a suitable comfortable spot to sit, rest
and enjoy our pineapple bounty. After a feast of
pineapples, there were still enough left for each walker to take one home, some lucky people managed to go
home with two. On we continued to a great water hole, where we had lunch and lots of welcomed swimming,
as the day was hot, the water cooling everyone down. Agie arrived at lunch spot minus lunch and camera,
they had been misplaced or lost on the way. Agie still had some lunch with the help of the walkers extra food
rations. Extra food should be carried on every walk by every walker for such emergencies. After lunch some
people explored further along the creek, while others chose to rest and cool down in the water.
When the explorers returned with tales of fantastic camping spots that they had discovered. We started on our
way back to where we had stopped to eat
pineapples. On arriving we were all expecting
Agie's lost belongings to be sitting there waiting to
be retrieved. They were nowhere to be seen. After
discussion and deciding the items had fallen from
backpacks enroute to lunch spot. A group set off
back towards the lunch destination, triumphantly
returning with found lunch and camera. A short
while later off we all went homewards bound. We
could not go past a waterhole on way back to cars,
without smoko and another swim.
Most walkers eating afternoon tea, did so in waist
deep in the water. Clive and Charles enjoyed their
cups of tea sitting relaxed and cool in the creek. It
had been a perfect day as we had beautiful sunny weather, pineapple feasting, lots of water in the creek for
swimming. We had also spotted an amazing amount of Ulysses butterflies darting about like flashes of vibrant
blue iridescent jewels. There were also blue triangle butterflies, some which took a great fancy to Agie's blue
backpack.
We welcomed back Tate on his second club walk, Tate's mum, Bobett who was on her first club walk. We also
welcomed Jane a walker from the Brisbane Bushwalking Club, on her first walk with our club. Jane is based in
Mackay for some months so hopefully our club will be able to show Jane some more of the beautiful creeks,
rainforests and mountains in our Mackay region.
Thank you Clive for leading St Helens Creek walk.
A great day to be remembered.
Deb
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